telePROTECT U971
The discreet alarm transmitter
for your personal security.
With the telePROTECT
U971, we have packed
effective and dependable alarm power into
the size of a wristwatch. At any time and
in any situation, with
the U971 you always
know that help is close
at hand. The U971 is

Discreet and versatile
“Discretion is the better part of
valour.” The telePROTECT U971 personal alarm transmitter, due to its size
and versatility, is truly discreet. You
can carry it in your pocket, clip it onto
your clothing, wear it as a wristwatch
or necklace, attach it to a key ring or
permanently fix it under a table,
counter or in plainly visible positions.
Now that is versatility for you!

Two types of alarm
Using the red button, you can transmit two types of alarm from the
telePROTECT U971. One push activates an alarm that is transmitted to
predefined personnel who can then
take whatever action is needed. Pressing twice on the button activates the
emergency alarm. When an alarm is
transmitted, the LED starts to flash.
The alarm button is highly resistant to
water damage, having withstood
stringent water tests.

the small alarm transmitter that provides
enormous personal
security.
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Features
telePROTECT U971
Small, wristwatch-sized transmitter: only 46.4 mm in
diameter
Operates on the UHF-band
Clip included; easily attached to clothing
Permanent fixed positioning possible
Multi-functional pushbutton
Programmable according to customer requirements
Waterproof according to IP65 classification
Automatic self-diagnosis during transmission; ensures
optimum security
Flashing LED when alarm is transmitted
Long-life lithium battery
Lightweight: only 25 g including batteries

The U971 is also available in a
Medic version, especially designed
for the healthcare sector.
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Accessories
Bracelet
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